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NuSpeed The Super Compact Size
The LoLine will put truly usable power, 
convenience and effi  ciency in the hands 
of the operator, giving superb results.
The LoLine rotary has been designed specifi cally to meet the demand and raise
the handling and performance levels to an exceptional user friendly standard.

Our LoLine NLL332 can claim performance characteristics equal to that
of bigger, more industrial machines, yet with an ease and speed of
operation that will immediately endear it to any user.

A full range of 33cm (13”) brushes and pad drives allows the
machine to be used for all of the primary fl oorcare functions.

●  Pads and Brushes
Full range of 33cm (13”) brushes and 
pad drives for all primary fl oor care 
functions.

●  Easy Storage
Only 18kg in weight, compact size 
and folding design means easy and 
convenient to move and store.

●  200rpm
200rpm means versatility but equals 
performance of bigger more industrial 
machines.

Solution tank option

NLL332

Flat folding for easy storage
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Model Motor Deck Brush Pad Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Dimensions WxLxH

NLL332 400W 330mm 330mm 330mm 230V AC 
50/60Hz 200rpm - 32m 18kg 450x580x1185mm

 Images may include optional accessories 
for illustration purposes.
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